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THE EMBEDDING THEOREM
FOR THE BESOV AND TRIEBEL-LIZORKIN SPACES

ON SPACES OF HOMOGENEOUS TYPE

Y.-S. HAN

(Communicated by J. Marshall Ash)

Abstract. In this note the classical embedding theorem for the Besov and

Triebel-Lizorkin spaces on R" is generalized to the Besov and Triebel-Lizorkin

spaces on spaces of homogeneous type. The proof is new even for R" case.

Introduction

Suppose a function </> satisfies the conditions: (i) <j) £ S; (ii) Supp<^ ç

{£ € R": \ < |f | < 2} ; (iii) |0({)| > c> 0 if f < |f | < f. The Besov and
Triebel-Lizorkin spaces can be defined as follows:

1/4

Uk*f\\P)q < CO

1/9

E(2*Qr&*/l)fl
<kez

< oo

for 0 < p < oo, 0 < q < oo, and a £ R, where P is the collection of all
polynomials and 4>k(x) = 2k"<p(2kx).

The classical embedding theorem for these spaces is given by the following.

Theorem A. Suppose -oo < sx < So < oo, 0 < po, px < oo, 0 < qo, qi, q < oo,

and so - £ = sx - % . Then

(i) È*-« ^ fy* ,

(Ü) 1 Po 1 P\
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We remark that since Fp'2 = LP for 1 < p < oo and Fpa = Ia(LP), where

Ia , 0 < a < « , is the Riesz potential, the theorem above includes the classical

Sobolev embedding theorem. See [P] and [T] for more details.

In this note we will generalize the classical embedding theorem for the Besov

and Triebel-Lizorkin spaces on R" to the Besov and Triebel-Lizorkin spaces
on spaces of homogeneous type in the sense of Coif man and Weiss ([CW]).

We begin by recalling the definitions necessary for introducing the Besov and

Triebel-Lizorkin spaces on spaces of homogeneous type. A quasi-metric d on

a set X is a function d: X x X —> [0, oo] satisfying:

(i)      d(x,y) = 0   if and only if jc = y,

(1.1)      (ii)     d(x, y) = d(y, x)   for all x, y £ X,

(iii)   there exists a constant A < oo such that for all x, y, z £ X,

d(x, y) < A[d(x, z) + d(z, y)].

Any quasi-metric defines a topology, for which the balls B(x, r) = {y £
X: d(y, x) < r} form a base. However, the balls themselves need not be open

when A > 1.

Definition 1.2 ([CW]). A space of homogeneous type (X, d, p) is a set X

together with a quasi-metric d and a nonnegative measure p on X such that
p(B(x, r)) < oo for all x £ X and all r > 0, and there exists A' < oo such

that for all x £ X and all r > 0,

(1.3) p(B(x,2r))<A'p(B(x,r)).

Here p is assumed to be defined on a tr-algebra which contains all Borel sets

and all balls B(x, r).
Macias and Segovia [MS] have shown that one can replace d by another

quasi-metric p such that there exist c < oo and some 6 , 0 < 6 < 1,

(1.4) p(x, y) « inf{p(B) : B is a ball containing x and y},

(i 5)     |p(x 'y) ~p{x' 'y)l -cp{x ' x">ewx ' y)+ p(x> ' yî]l~6

for all x, x', and y £ X.

There are many interesting examples of spaces of homogeneous type. For

instance, any C°° compact Riemannian manifold with the Riemannian metric
and volume and the boundary of any bounded Lipschitz domain in Rn with the

induced Euclidean metric and the Lebesgue measure are spaces of homogeneous
type. See [Ch] for more examples. The regularity exponent 8 depends on spaces
of homogeneous type, for example, 0=1 for any bounded Lipschitz domain

in R" . We will suppose that p(X) - oo and p({x}) = 0 for all x £ X. These

hypotheses allow us to construct an approximation to the identity (see [HS]).

Definition 1.6. A sequence (Sk)keZ of operators is called to be an approxima-

tion to the identity if Sk(x, y), the kernels of Sk , are functions from X x X

into W such that there exists a constant C, some 0 < e < 6 , and some c < oo ,

for all k £ Z and all x, x', y, and y' £ X,

(i) Sk(x,y) = 0   if p(x, y) > c2-k and WSkWœ < C2k ,

(ii) \Sk(x, v) - Sk(x', y)\ < C2fc('+£V(*, x'Y,
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(in) \Sk(x ,y)-Sk(x, y')\ < C2k^p(y, yj,

(iv)

\[Sk(x, y)-Sk(x, y')]-[Sk(x', y)-Sk(x', y')]\ < Cp(x, x'Yp(y, y'y2k«+2* ,

(v) [ Sk(x,y)dp(y) = l,
Jx

(vi) / Sk(x,y)dp(
Jx

x)= 1.

See [DJS] for the existence of such a sequence of operators; there all conditions

are introduced and checked except condition (iv) in 1.6. It is easy to see that

the same construction in [DJS] satisfies condition (iv). To define the Besov and
Triebel-Lizorkin spaces on spaces of homogeneous type we need the following
definition (see [HS]).

Definition 1.7. Fix two exponents 0 < ß < 6 and y > 0. A function / defined

on X is said to be a strong smooth molecule of type (ß, y) centered at xo £ X

with width d > 0, if / satisfies the following conditions:

(i) \f(x)\<c-
(d + p(x, x0))x+y '

(ii) \f(x)-f(x')\<c
p(x, x')

d + p(x, x0)

ß dy
(d + p(x, xo))x+y

for p(x, x') < ¿¡(d + p(x, x0)),

(iii) f f(x)dp(x) = 0.
Jx

This definition was first introduced in [M] for the case X — R" with condi-

tion (ii) in (1.7) replaced by

(1.8)
\p(x,x')V\        dy dy

\f(x)-f(x')\<c +
l(d + p(x, x0))x+y    (d + p(x', x0))x+y_

The collection of all strong smooth molecules of type (ß, y) centered at jen e

X with width d > 0 will be denoted by ^^y\x0, d). If f £ Jf^^(xo, d),
the norm of / in Jf^'y\xo, d) is then defined by

(1.9) inf{c > 0:  (i) and (ii) in (1.7) hold}.f\\jt(f-y)(x0,d)

Now we fix a point x0 £ X and denote the class of all / e ^ß'y)(xo, I)

by Jf^ 'y). It is easy to see that JÍ^ •y) is a Banach space under the norm

ll/ll.jf</,.>'> < °°- Just as the space of distributions &" is defined on R" , the
dual space (Jf^^)' consists of all linear functionals 3? from Jf^^ to

^ with the property that there exists a finite constant c such that for all

/ e J^^^ , |-S"(/")| < cH/lLfw,,) • We denote the natural pairing of elements

« £ (jrW'rty and / £ JfUrt by («,/). It is also easy to see that for xx £ X
and d > 0, J^^'y)(xx, d) = Jf^^ with equivalent norms. Thus, («, f) is

well defined for all « e (Jf^^)' and all / € Jf^^(xx, d) with xx £ X and
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d > O. In [HS] the Besov and Triebel-Lizorkin spaces on spaces of homoge-

neous type were introduced by use of the sequence of operators (Dk)keZ where

Dk(f)(x) = JxDk(x,y)f(y)dp(y) and Dk(x, y) = Sk(x, y)-Sk-X(x, y) and
(Sk)keZ is the approximation to the identity defined in (1.6). More precisely,

the Besov space Bp'q for -e < a < e and 1 < p, q < oo is the collection of

all / £ {JtW-rty with 0 < ß, y < e such that

(lio) \\f\\K, = | E(2"Qii^(/)iip)'?}   < °°-
Uez J

The Triebel-Lizorkin space Fp'q for -e < a < e and 1 < p, q < oo is the

collection of all / £ (J^{ß'y))' with 0 < ß, y < e such that

(1.11) 11/11$..=

In this note we prove the following embedding theorem for the Besov and

Triebel-Lizorkin spaces on spaces of homogeneous type.

Theorem. Suppose -e < sx < so < e. Then

(i) È%'q - Èsp\>q for 1 < q < oo,   1 < p0, px < oo, and -e < s0 - j-Q =

(ii) /£■* - F/,"*' forl<po,Pi,qo,qi<oo,and-e<s0-±=sl-±<
e.

2. Proof of the Theorem

The proof of the classical embedding Theorem A depends on the Fourier
transform. To be precise, if tf> is a function as in the definition of the Besov

and Triebel-Lizorkin spaces and / e S"' /¿P , then, using the Fourier transform,
we have the inequality

(2.1) H^*/lloo<c2t»/"|l^*/llp.

which, by Holder's inequality, yields

(2.2) Uk*ñU<c2hn^-lI^Uk*f\W

This gives (i) of Theorem A. Similarly, the proof of (ii) of Theorem A also

needs (2.1). Since there is no Fourier transform on spaces of homogeneous
type, we need a new idea to prove the Theorem. Our starting point is to use

the Calderón type reproducing formula which was obtained in [HS]. Since we

never use the Fourier transform, our method is new even for the case of R" .

The Calderón type reproducing formula ([HS]). Suppose {Dk} is the family of

operators used in the definitions of the Besov and Triebel-Lizorkin spaces. Then

there exists a sequence of operators {Dk} such that for all / e (¿tf^^)'

(2.3) f=Y.hkDk(f)
k

1/?

Y(2ka\Dk(f)\)q
■■kez

< 00.
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where the series converges in (Jf^'•*))' with ß' > ß and y' > y. Moreover,

L>k(x, y), the kernel of Dk , satisfies the following estimates: For 0 < e' < e
there exists a constant c such that

(i) |i>*(*,y)|<c-
(2-k + p(x,y))x^

p(x, x')

[(2-K+ p(x,y))

)-ke'

(2-k + p(x,y))x^'(ii) \Dk(x,y)-Dk(x',y)\<c

for p(x,x')<±(2-k + p(x,y)),

(iii) i Dk(x, y)dp(x) = 0   for all y £ X.

Lemma 2.4. For 0 < e' < e there exists a constant c such that DkDj(x, y),

the kernel of DkDj, satisfies the following estimate:

i«)    \DkbM,y)\<ci-*-« ((2-tv(^;+2;;^)}W

where a\l b denotes the maximum of a and b.

We now prove (2.5). Notice that the kernel of Dk satisfies the conditions

(i)-(iv)in(1.6) and JDk(x, y)dp(y) = 0, and f Dk(x, y)dp(x) — 0. Consider
first that k > J and 2^42-* < 2~J or k > j and p(x, y) > 2cA2~J . Then

\DkDj(x,y)\ = \JDk(x, z)Dj(z,y)dp(z)

= \JDk(x, z)[Dj(z,y)-Dj(x,y)]dp(z)

since / Dk(x, z)dp(z) =0

<c [\Dk(x,z)\„   P{X',Z)'-   J i   k       n(2~J + p(x,

cttl

kernel of Dj

2~je'
rdp(z)y)Y {2-} + p(x,y)}x+*

by the fact that p(x, z) < c2~k < -h(2~> + p(x, y)) and the smoothness of the

)-ke'

<C-
{2-i + p(x, y)}x+°'

by the size condition of the kernel of Dk in (i) of (1.6)

< r2-(fc-/V l   _
{2-J + p(x,y)}x+*'

which shows (2.5) for the case where k > j and 2cA2~k < 2~J or k > j, and
p(x, y) > 2cA2~J .

-kConsider now the case that k > j, 2cA2~k > 2~J and p(x, y) < 2cA2~j
Then

\DkDj(x,y)\ = \jDk(x, z)Dj(z,y)dp(z) <c2J
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by the size conditions on the kernel of Dk and D¡

2-je'
< C2u-k)e'

{2-i + p(x,y)}x^

by the facts that 2<fc~-,>' < (2cAf' and p(x, y) < 2cA2~>, which together with
the above estimate shows (2.5) for the case k > j. The proof of (2.5) for the

case k < j is similar and easier.
We may assume that e', the regularity exponent in the Calderón type repro-

ducing formula, satisfies —e' < sx < so < e' and -e' < Sq — £■ = Si — ̂  < e!.

Now we prove (i) of the Theorem. Suppose that f £ BPo'q . By the Calderón

type reproducing formula we have

\\Dk(f)\\Pl = Y,DkDjDj{f) <J2\\DkDjDj(f)\\Px
p¡

< c^-^*'(2~k V 2-j){l/p>-l/p°)\\Dj(f)\\Po

by Young's inequality and (2.5). Thus,

£..= JE(2fci,n^(/)iu)4
IkeZ J

y i

i/g

<c

< c I zZ(2ks' E2_|fc"','|e'(2"* v2-;)(1/p'-1/po)nw)iu<?
[kez j

JE (E2_|/c"'|£'2fcs'2"'c(1M~1/i'0)iijD>^)ii^) |

[kez \j>k )   J

+c{zZ [E2~i*""'|í'2':í,2~/(im~,/P0)ii£>j^iIí '
[kez \j<k

<c\E\E2~lk~Jle'2kSo\\DjW\\p«)
[kez \j>k J

+c{H (E2_|A:"J'|£'2kíl2"'(i'^0)ii^^)iií'

[kez \j<k

IlPo

IlPo

by the fact that J- - ¿ = S\ — Sn
1 P\      Po '        u

<c-j£(2^||Z);(/)|u4
jzz J

1/9
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by Holder's inequality and the fact that

y* 2-\k-j\e'2(k-j)s0 + Y" 2-^k-j^'2{k-j)Sl

kez kez

+ Y" 2~^k~jle'2{k~J)So + V 2-\k-J\e'2{k-j)Sl < oo

jez

if -e' < sx < So < e'

jez

= c\\j U».#.

To prove (ii) of the Theorem, by the homogeneity, it suffices to take ||/|L*o.«o

= 1. By the Calderón type reproducing formula, Holder's inequality, and the

estimate in (2.5),

(2.6)

\Dk(f)\ = Y,DkDjDj(f) <Y,\DkñjDj(f)\

< c£2-l*->le'(2-* v2-J)-xi»°\\Dj(f)\\Po

< c^2-\k-j\e'(2~k y 2-j)-x/p°2-

j

< c^2 2-\k-Jle'(2k V 2j)x/p<>2-jso.

JSO ÍE^1
Kkez

1/90

W/)!)*
Po

Therefore, for any fixed integer N

x 1/9!

(2.7)

(  N
E(2fci,i^

l-oo
>k(f)\r

- c { E    2>CS[ E 2~lk~Jle'(2k V 2J)x/Po2-jSo

9i \ !/9i

\   9l \ '/9l

-c {E 2^' E2H/C_7|£'2;M,2~

-oo  \ j>k

+ ^E \2kSiYi2~lk~Jle'2k/P°2

[-°°\        J<k

<  N } '/«'

<c E(2*/pin

JS0

-JSO

4i x l/9i

since So-¿=-Si-¿ and X)»*2-'A:-^le'2(-'-fc>(,/po-4ö) + Ii;y<Ä2~l*--'l*'2<*-»í*' <
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oo if -e' + -í- < so < e' < c2N/pi . On the other hand,
Po

(2.8)

{oo 1 '/9i f oo

Yß-ksx\ük(f)\)^ \   = jE(2fc<i,~í0)2,"0lö^)l)?,

< ÍE(2fc(í'
l  N

1/91

}l/9i   i- 1 1/90

l'£(2kso\Dk(f)\)'">>

1 l/9o

9o I

since sx < So

<c2^'-*°W£(2fc*>|Z)fc(/-)|)

Lez

< c2N^1^-1^ I Y,(2ks°\Dk(f)\)q<> 1
lfc€Z J

rPl-

oo     t2¿N+Vlp\

since so -l/Po = S\- l/px. We now obtain

I/ICU-ä/rfi ./O

oo

oo      .

\  1/91

E^IAfcC/)!)«1 >/
kez I

dt

t*
l2c2Nl"\

Y,(2ks>\Dk(f)\)
,1/91

"I >t

oo     r2c2iN+l)li'i

hY.[ tp^

kez

N

dt

1/91

E(2**|Z>*(/)|)*

1/91

+    £(2**'|i)fc(/)|H       >«

oo     /.2c2(w+1)/"i

r"'-
2c2»ip\

Y(2ks>\Dk(f)\)gi
1/91

A'

1

í/í

dt

by (2.7)

oo     /.2c2(A,+1)/"i

rp,
-1

2c2N/p¡

f oo \  •/* ,

Eí2**!^/)!)*       > ̂ "w*-1^* dr

by (2.8)

oo     /.2c2('v+1)/''i

Z^ •/2c2"/'i

1/90

^(2fci°|.Dfc(/)|)*> > Ct"1'* dt
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since t&2N/p>

1/90

E(2**I^(/)D* >^l/Po dt

1/90

Yi^lDkifW)       >ct dt
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